Due to the recent advances on Neural Architecture Search (NAS), it gains popularity in designing best networks for specific tasks. Although it shows promising results on many benchmarks and competitions, NAS still suffers from its demanding computation cost for searching high dimensional architectural design space, and this problem becomes even worse when we want to use a large-scale dataset. If we can make a reliable data proxy for NAS, the efficiency of NAS approaches increase accordingly. Our basic observation for making a data proxy is that each example in a specific dataset has a different impact on NAS process and most of examples are redundant from a relative accuracy ranking perspective, which we should preserve when making a data proxy. We propose a systematic approach to measure the importance of each example from this relative accuracy ranking point of view, and make a reliable data proxy based on the statistics of training and testing examples. Our experiment shows that we can preserve the almost same relative accuracy ranking between all possible network configurations even with 10-20× smaller data proxy.
Introduction
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is an emerging technique for automating the design of artificial neural networks. Although it shows promising results on diverse benchmarks and competitions, it suffers from its demanding computation cost for searching high dimensional architecture design space. This problem becomes even worse when we want to use large-scale dataset. For example, it takes hours or days to get the best model for CIFAR dataset, which is commonly known as a small dataset compared to other practical datasets (e.g. ImageNet), even with multiple high-end GPU system. In this paper, we propose a systematic approach for creating a data proxy and increasing the efficiency of NAS process by an order of magnitude. Data proxy, if properly constructed, can be applied to any kind of NAS methods. Our basic observation is that each example of training data has a different impact on NAS process from a relative accuracy ranking perspective. That means some subsets of examples are more important when we compare different architectures than others. We introduce the notion of probe networks for efficiently measuring the impact given with the base network, search space, and target task. Our experiment shows that even with 10-20× smaller data proxy we can keep the relative accuracy ranking of all possible network configurations. Figure 1 illustrates how our data proxy generator boosts NAS process. To the best of our knowledge, our proposed method is the first attempt to make data proxy in a systematical manner.
Related Work
There have been several ideas for accelerating NAS process. The first approach is to use proxy tasks. They search building blocks with partially-trained models with fewer iterations [1, 2, 3, 4] or reuse the result of training with a smaller dataset which is not a subset of target task but different task (e.g. using CIFAR for searching building blocks for arXiv:1911.09322v1 [cs.LG] 21 Nov 2019 Figure 1 : Data proxy generator analyzes the original data based on the given base network and search space to preserve the relative accuracy ranking between possible network configurations with a small set of probe networks. Our experiment with ResNet and CIFAR shows 10-20× smaller data proxy works for searching the best network.
ImageNet classification network) [1] or make a difficulty-sorted data proxy with resampling [5, 6] . Although there have been no concrete analysis on this bottom-up approach, this paradigm is widely adopted due to its simplicity and efficiency.
The second approach is to use a set of pre-trained models to estimate the accuracy of an arbitrary model during NAS process [7, 8, 9] . This approach uses fully-trained models but it does not actually trained a model during NAS but makes an accuracy estimator based on a set of already-trained models. If there are enough number of pre-trained models representing the entire search space properly, this would be a good solution for fast (or even interactive) NAS. However, typical NAS dimension is very high, and it requires a large number of pre-trained models to estimate accuracy precisely. That means it also requires a huge computation for NAS.
Recently many researchers tries to alleviate these problems by adapting gradient-based methods [10, 11, 12] and one-shot training with the concept of over-parameterized networks [13] . These methods reduces computational burden by an order of magnitude compared to the classical reinforcement training methods. Note that our data proxy approach is complementary with most of known methods including gradient-based and/or one-shot methods.
Data Proxy Generation
Our data proxy problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem as follows:
• Objective: Create a data proxy D proxy which is a subset of the original data D original , and its size (number of examples) is not greater than x% of the original data. • Constraint: For every network configuration pair (N i , N j ) in the search space, Accuracy(N i , D proxy ) should be higher than Accuracy(N j , D proxy ) if Accuracy(N i , D original ) is higher than Accuracy(N j , D original ).
A naïve approach for this problem is to make every possible subset of data and check that the condition holds for every possible network configuration pairs. Obviously this approach is not feasible even for small dataset and search space. Our basic observation on this problem is that some samples are more important than other samples when we rank relative accuracy among possible network configurations within the search space. For example, let's assume that we remove some samples from the training data and draw a complete relative accuracy table between all pairs of network configurations. If removing those samples does not change the relative accuracy table, we can safely discard those samples during NAS process. However, if removing some samples significantly changes the relative accuracy table, we should keep those samples when we make a data proxy. Figure 2 illustrates an example of how different subsets affect the relative accuracy ranking.
Based on this observation our next problem is how to effectively measure the importance of each sample from a relative accuracy ranking perspective. Let's assume that we have a complete list of all possible network configurations given with the search space. For each sample s k ∈ D original we can draw a relative accuracy ranking table T i for this specific sample (actually each cell only contains one of four possible states T rue, F alse for a single sample). We can compare this with the original table T ref . When we compare these two tables there are four different cases as follows:
• Case1 Samples are correctly classified regardless of network architecture.
• Case2 Samples are incorrectly classified regardless of network architecture. Since Case1 and Case2 provides no information when we measure the importance of each sample, we will focus on Case3 and Case4. Our objective is to find a subset of the original data as a data proxy for NAS and we want to keep the ordering of accuracy with this subset. Samples in Case3 meet this requirement and thus we will assign higher importance value. Contrarily we need to avoid samples from Case4 when we make a data proxy and assign a low importance value for these samples.
After assigning importance of each sample, we apply stochastic resampling method with the keeping probability of each sample equals to the normalized importance to meet the constraint of the data proxy size as follows:
Importance of i-th sample can be one of four constant values depending on which case this sample belongs to. Basically this can be done by counting the number of configuration pairs. For example we can assign {2, 1, 6, 1} importance values to each case after identifying the case of each sample. This means Case3 samples have six times more chances to be resampled in the reduced data proxy. It's not recommended to set the importance values of other cases to zero since we need some fractions of the original data to make the training process converge. Table 1 describes the detailed procedure of our data proxy generation scheme (including probe networks explained in Section 3.1).
Probe Networks
One remaining problem is that we need to prepare and train all possible network configurations to measure sample importance collectively. To reduce this computation cost, we use a set of k selected networks as representatives, which are called probe networks, rather than using a complete list of all possible network configurations. One of simplest and most natural choice of probe networks is to use two boundary network configurations from a compute complexity perspective. The upper boundary model is the most complex model we can make during search process, and the lower boundary model is the lightest one. There is an obvious trade-off between the number of probe networks and the reliability of measured importance. Throughout our experiment we found that these two boundary probe networks (k == 2) serve our purpose well. Depending on the dimensionality of search space and the complexity of base network more probe networks can be used if you need more reliability by sacrificing data proxy generation time. 
Similarity of Examples

Reducing the Number of Class Labels
For some data sets like CIFAR100 or ImageNet, some labels contain too small number of examples. Further reduction on these labels make the training not converged since each output neuron does not generate enough amount of gradient for back propagation. In this case, we can remove the label itself. Just like we set the importance of each train sample, we can use aggregated importance value of each label as the importance of that label, and apply the same logic to reduce the number of class labels. Another possible option is to merge some labels according to its similarity and make a super-label which contains more examples for each label. We use the first approach since merging classes requires robust label-to-label distance metric. For example, if our target data proxy size is 10% of the original data, we first remove some labels to create a 20% of the original size with label-wise importance values, and then remove some samples with sample-wise importance values to create the final 10% data proxy.
Experiment
Our first experiment is how this data proxy affects typical neural architecture search. We used ResNet20 as a base network, and defined the following 12 different network configurations by changing the number of base filters (B), kernel size (K), and multiplier (M) [14] . Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of each configuration with and without data proxy on CIFAR10 [15] , which consists of 50000 training samples and 10 classes (each class has 5000 samples). As a baseline for comparison, we used random uniform resampling method. We applied the same optimizer (Adam), batch size, learning rate policy and other training parameters to minimize the impact of different training-related hyperparameters.
When we reduce the training data to 10%, both approaches worked quite well. The correlation score between the accuracy trained with the original data and that with the proxy data is above 0.97, which is high enough for neural architecture comparison. However, when we reduced the data proxy size to 5% our data proxy approach works better than random approach. The correlation score is increased from 0.922 to 0.965, which is similar to 10% data proxy case. More importantly, the best network configuration is consistent with the full data case when we used our data proxy approach but random selection approach fails to find the best configuration (bold text indicates the highest accuracy for Table 2 : ResNet20 variations on CIFAR100 with and without data proxy each data sampling). When we use 10% data proxy, training time is reduced from 25sec per epoch to 3sec per epoch which is 8 times faster training speed. The speed gain can further increase when we use 5% data proxy to 1.6sec (single nVidia GTX1080). Please note that the absolute accuracy is not relevant since our goal is to get the relatively best network architecture among possible network configurations.
In our next experiment, we used CIFAR100 [15] which consists of 100 classes and each class contains 500 samples. If we reduce each class independently as we did in CIFAR10, there remains average 50 samples per class and training is not converged since each output neuron can not generate enough amount of gradient for back propagation. As we explained in Section 3.3, we first reduced the number of samples to 50%, and then dropped the labels which have lower keep probability samples to meet the final 10% target (20 classes are left). We used the same base network and configurations with our first experiment (refer to Table 1 ). As shown in Table 2 , both approaches work quite well but our data proxy scheme is still better than random selection and finds the same best network configuration of full data training. Unfortunately, when we reduced the data to 5% of the original size both approaches were not converged.
As our final experiment we used a different base network, EfficientNet-B0 [2] , which is generated by NAS with reinforcement learning. It consists of a set of mobile inverted bottleneck blocks [1] , and we defined three configuration hyperparameters for this network, which are subsets of the original search parameters. Table 3 : EfficientNet-B0 variations on CIFAR10 with and without data proxy We created 12 different network configurations based on this configuration hyperparameters. Table 3 summarizes the result of accuracy on CIFAR10 with and without data proxy. Unlike ResNet20 case, we found that the correlation scores are low. We think EfficientNet-B0 has a very deep architecture and CIFAR10 from scratch training does not work well for this base network. However, our data proxy scheme still works much better than random selection, and successfully select the best network configuration consistent with that of using the full training data. The significant difference between the baseline and ours in this challenging setting implies our data proxy generation scheme reflects sample importance properly from a relative accuracy ranking point of view.
